
QERN
	
	QERN was where most of the maps from the Guest Room came from, and QERN is where a lot of random scribblings came from, and QERN was clearly a source of a lot of effort on Hedgegrove's part.  With all of this out of the way, I still have no idea what QERN is. He wrote this general idea down:

			In QERN Jory Noringwell must use his ancient sword 
			DEGROVTH in order to defeat the dark lord Ostrogoth 
			once and for all.  Ostrogoth was once a king, but he sold 
			his heart to darkness when his kingdom was attacked when 
			they were not prepared.  Since that day, he set forth to 
			conquer all lands and force them to serve under him.  That 
			was when Degrovth, the Elven warrior-priest, first 
			imprisoned Ostrogoth inside Mount Veluvia in a molten 
			prison.  However, the greedy Baron Oilbright released 
			Ostrogth to help him spread his corporate empire.  Now 
			Degrovth's spirit has returned in sword form to an orphaned 
			human boy, Jory Noringwell, who has to overcome his past
			and destroy the evil once and for all to unite all the empires in 
			the LAND OF QERN.

	So... I have no idea if this is a show, a movie, a game, a story, a book, or what because, unlike everything else in the Guest Room and in Hedgegrove's life, this is really scribbled down and all over the place.  Take the sample above.  For one thing it basically says the same thing twice.  Which is not in keeping with every other bit of Hedgegrove's writings which have always been clear.  Scattered sometimes, but they don't repeat themselves.  Or when they do, there's a purpose.  In QERN, I get the feeling that Hedgegrove never referred back to anything else he wrote about it, or that this was something he'd write a few ideas on, forget about, and then come back to it long after everything he wrote before was buried under mountains of paper.  I found one bit of QERN lore scribbled on a takeout menu behind his refrigerator:

			In the shadow of Mount Voracia evil rises: Lord Estergoth 
			King of Shadows has been released from his molten prison.  
			In the Darklands nearly everything was killed in the spirit 
			explosion that trapped Estergoth in the first place.

	And jut in case you were interested, Hedgegrove had an artichoke pizza underlined.  But, more importantly, you get a feeling for the sort of stuff that happens with QERN: Names change, places change, and there seems to be some kind of continuity but it was probably all in Hedgegrove's head.  So, above Ostrogoth was changed to Estergoth.  Well he's also "Oestergoethe", "Oligoth", and "Embergod", and that's just one character.  Like the Spirit Sword thing?  That's either just a magic sword, an imprisoned elf warrior (and in this he either imprisoned Ostrogoth or worked for him, probably both?), or a sword that was forged from the bones of fallen warriors and has taken on their souls as a part of it's properties (like, it can slice through a person's spirit and sever their soul from their body, just leaving a shambling husk).
	What we do know for sure is that QERN follows Jory Noringwell who is a human from a once-great kingdom that has since been taken over by the Baron Oilbright (or Count Blackslime, or Mr. Slithers, or Ektot Duru, though I think Ektot Duru is a completely different character and also a giant parrot) and the Gansk corporation.  The Gansk corporation is a vast empire of traders and "Pale Knights" and has workers who are described as follows:

			- Sentient Slime.
			- Tall White Men in small suits.
			- Horned Beasts with typewriters.
			- Floating glasses.

	So we're just going to say that it's all of those.  In fact... OK, here's what's up with Gansk: It's a multi-kingdom conglomerate that has to be managed in separate entities depending on where in Qern they're located.  Their main offices are in the Darklands where Baron Oilbright has an army of slimes working for him, in the Veruvian Glades the Pale Knights (the tall men in small suits) are working to set up new subsidiaries (including the one in... Darrowshire where Jory lives), the Horned Beasts work in the Bouldered Pass, and the Floating glasses in the Neverwinter Templegrounds.  This means that Oilbright still has to set up a Gansk location in the Helden Woods and the Ornate Wets.  These are all places that Hedgegrove scrawled out on one of his maps.  He also drew surprisingly detailed plans of Baron Oilbright's floating Zepplin, which makes it look like a Mega man level.  So... maybe QERN was meant to be a video game?  Except he also refers to "The Dicemaster" a lot.  A whole lot:
			
			-The Dicemaster will roll his great and mighty dice...
			- The Dicemaster looks upon the ruined landscape that once 
			was the great and mighty Temple of Neverwinter and thinks 
			to himself "O Why O Why did this become?".
			- If the Dicemaster ever shows up in the Bouldered Pass he 
			will be captured by the dwarven guard and held for treason 
			to the Dwarf Council.
			- The Dicemaster is chosen by a random number generator, 
			but it must be truly random.  Not even a dice can tell us who 
			the Dicemaster is, it has to be random.

	Anyways, the Dicemaster eventually tasks Jory and a group of other adventurers from across the land of QERN to travel to a Volcano and destroy this ancient evil (and, yes, in some instances Jory was already on that quest, but this meeting is sort of a reminder of how dire it is, because I think he gets wrapped up in local Hobbit politics for something like a year while his magic sword is off doing some soul searching in magic-sword land).  Jory and his team (and I'm coming back to the team, because that's another mess) travel all around QERN because the thing about Ostrogoth's volcano is that it changes places.  It was part of the weird wizard curse put on it by Degrovth that the moment the volcano is observed from a distance it will vanish, unless you are viewing it through dragon glass (dragon glass being glass made from the flames of the Sand Dragon of the Wibbly Boles in the Bouldered Pass.  No word on what "Wibbly Boles" is meant to mean, but it's covered in shattered glass because, again, the dragon that guards this place breathes broken glass).  Also Ostrogoth knows that Jory and his team are searching for him, so he sends out a flock of creepy ghost birds called that Macaragaws to eat Jory's bones and turn him into a slime minion (because that's all it takes?).  Also the party members of Jory's team frequently go on rogue missions, like Wyndlemere the Sky Elf who has a boiling hatred for Myndlewere of the Elven Sky and tracks down Myndlewere's home only to discover that it's his home because Wyndlemere and Myndlewere are the same person, but they've been torn apart by the Crystal of Fragmentation, which is also what creates Dark Jory who is actually Jory's shadow who wants to destroy Jory and take over his life because it seems really nice and cushy (Dark Jory works a regular job at the nearest Gansk location as a data cruncher to help he and Jory's parents pay for rent.  But he also bets on illegal Beetle fights, so... he's chaotic neutral?).  Anyways, apparently Wyndlemere/Myndlewere may not even be in the party, unless this is a party of twenty-eight mythological creatures who are going to destroy this ancient Volcano Demon.  Which would actually make sense, so we'll say that yes The Dicemaster tasks these twenty-eight people with finding Vesorvia or whatever the Volcano's name is and killing Ostrogoth and ridding the land of QERN of his evil and the Gansk corporation:
Jory. Human. Wielder of Degrovth and Hero of QERN.
Degrovth. Magic Sword. Posessed by a mighty warrior, 
	this sword can slice through the soul of a man.
Wyndlemere the Sky Elf. Descended from a wise and 
	ancient race, Wyndlemere looks to destroy the empire
	of the Elven Sky which betrayed his bloodline long ago.
Draykon the Microdragon. A miniature dragon and dragon 
	lord of the microworld.
Polos Crymaker. A dwarven guard who's family has 
	protected Vestoroth for eons.
T'Club Montagne. A Barbarian Axe-grinder who who fights 
	for glory and meat.
Weevilbrain the Singing Cricket. A Giant insect poet who has 
	to write down your adventures lest they be forgotten forever.
Lorem Ipsum the Wise and Holy. A healer from a secret 
	cloister deep in the Nonending Caverns.
Blodau Mwstrd. A Great Druid from an ancient race of 
	bush-bear worshipping cloaks.  Blodau has been cursed to
	wander the ruins of his people for betraying them to the 
	trees centuries ago, and though he was once a friend of 
	trees he has now sworn them as his enemy and once 
	again secretly fights for the bushes and shrubs.
Birchwood the Tree. The spoiled Birch prince who has been 
	tasked with his father to complete an adventure so that his 
	eligibility for ruling the Birches is shown.
Lukenstuk Fistpower. A freed fighter from the pits of the 
	Deathly Rows, Lukenstuk has pledged his fists and blade 
	to you.
Woof the talking Dog!
Wiggles the Magic Goblin
Zimzum the Water Elemental
Cornos of the Temple of Time. A monk who gave his voice 
	to join a time-worshiping monastery.  Cornos has lived through 
	several life-cycles and knows how the universe will end if 
	Ostrogoth comes to power.
Calvinus Barbum. The bearded hero-priest of the Neverwinter 
	Forest and the Tribe of GELN.
Tricky Stick. An exile from the tree kingdoms, Tricky Stick is a 
	highwayman stick that robs from the rich and gives to itself.
Metalmouth the Unintelligble. A cursed mage from the Copper 
	peaks, Metalmouth spits spikes and speaks in a dead tongue.
Stimstum the Wigglewomp.
Wyrm of the Everdark. A death worm from the Darklands 
	who has terrorized villages in the past but now wants it home 
	back.
Popopopo. A Xenarthrope whose food source has been taken 
	by the Pale Knights and has been driven to madness.
Snowhearth the Whistleblower.
Flamespark the Fireflame
Stumpy the Giant Centipede.
Horble Glorble Morble Dorm. A Demon
Future Knight: Knight of the Future
Icewind Firemane. A flaming horse who was thrown to the 
	Freezing Depths by Man and raised by Snow Wraiths.  
	Icewind Firemane protects her icy home and holds the 
	greatest power of all: True Love.
Tirahana the Ghost Archer. A ranger from the Verdant 
					     Graves who pledges her ghost bow because once upon a time 
	Derovth saved her life from a hive of angry apple-bees.


	So eventually Jory saves QERN from Ostrogoth and all of the land is happy and free again.  Oh, also there's a flying hobbit that comes to your aid but only if you give a horned horse (NOT a unicorn, but a horned horse) a toffee apple.  I don't think the hobbit is very powerful or good, but it's something.
